JurisLink

A Steadfast Success Story

“...Do your research as to what fits your needs but know that
Steadfast is extremely reliable and their service response time is
hands down the best we’ve encountered...”
~ Slade Trabucco, J.D., Founder/CEO

About JurisLink: Offering Internet-based conferencing systems that allow attorneys to conduct a secure video
conference from anywhere in the world with clients housed in correctional facilities equipped with a JurisLink kiosk.
This software solution allows attorneys to schedule and initiate a secure and confidential conference with only an
Internet connection, computer & webcam.

The Steadfast Advantage
For JurisLink
Support and Security
Provided by Steadfast Is
the Way to Go
“Privacy is a big concern with our
company. Operationally, having
dedicated physical server(s)
provide us piece of mind. There
is a lot of debate around security
in the cloud vs physical, but for
us and our software service we
feel that the physical presence
combined with the support and
security provided by Steadfast is
the way to go. “
~ Slade Trabucco, J.D., Founder/CEO

Partnering with the Right Provider That Can Deliver High
Security, Privacy and Hands-on Support is Critical.
JurisLink has a unique situation working with legal and correctional
services. With that comes a huge responsibility to ensure security
and privacy, as well as ensuring their IT foundation is well managed.
JurisLink’s search lead them to Steadfast.
“I chose Steadfast at the recommendation of the CTO of Photobucket
and extensive research. Their CTO had previously worked with
JurisLink and spoke very highly of Steadfast’s service. That, combined
with a lot of research on our end, we chose Steadfast. Our original
service was on Amazon Cloud and we had issues with the speeds and
reliability of the service and tech support. We provide video
conferencing for attorneys and courtrooms so reliable speed and quick
support response times are a must! We also like the physical servers
as opposed to cloud servers for reliability and security. In our opinion,
with a high reliance on privacy, we felt the physical servers give us a
little more piece of mind.”
“Also, with all the startups and new ventures, we go through great
times and lean times financially. Steadfast worked with us to keep
our lights on while we grew, and offer a level of personal service
that you can’t get at many online places. They have also helped us
greatly with things like SSL updates and other server maintenance
and upkeep. They are like having another IT staff member.”

~ Slade Trabucco

Through thick and thin, through every critical need, we pride
ourselves on ensuring each and every customer is given personalized
service. We make it easy, so you can have peace-of-mind.
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